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Absolute E-Z Up® Transport Dolly™

LOSING TOO MUCH TIME ON THE JOB? 
Whether it’s from picking warehouse stock, transporting parts to 
shipping, or delivering components to work stations, lost time is 
lost business. Now you can save time and increase profits with 
the Transport Dolly™. 

With a 500 lb. tow capacity, the Transport Dolly makes it 
possible to move more inventory, increasing productivity. At 
just 30” wide, an overall length of 68-3/4”, and with a ground 
clearance of 8”, the Transport Dolly can be easily maneuvered 
around nearly any jobsite. 

MOVE NEARLY HALF A TON IN ONE TRIP
The Transport Dolly is compatible with the AEUP ISP-11™ 
industrial stock picker. Combined with the ISP-11’s 200 lb. 
capacity tray and the 249 lb. capacity cargo hood, operators 
can now move 949 lbs of material or inventory in one trip. 

Once again, Absolute E-Z Up® leads the way with safe, 
practical and innovative ideas that reduce both time and labor, 
and increase productivity and profits. 



distributed by:

Absolute E-Z Up®  LLC
Charleston, SC 29492

Measurements U.S. Metric

A Dolly Height from Floor 30 in 76.2 mm

B Dolly Width 30 in 76.2 mm

C Dolly Length (with tow bar) 68.75 in 1745.5 mm

D Dolly Length (without tow bar) 46 in 1168.4 mm

E Ground Clearance 8 in 203.2 mm

Unit Weight 100 lbs 45.36 kg

Performance  

Capacity 500 lbs 226.8 kg

Front Swivel Casters (2, non-marking) 6 in 152.4 mm

Rear Wheels (2, non-marking) 6 in 152.4 mm

Tow Bar (with spring-mounted attachment) 22.75 in 577.9 mm

Warranty 6 months on parts

DURABLE CONSTRUCTION
Constructed with 
high-grade steel and 
powder-coated paint, 
and featuring  
a diamond-plated floor, 
the Transport Dolly™  
is built to withstand 
even the most 
demanding  
work sites.

The sidewalls are 
constructed of steel 
wire mesh with 1-2” 
square openings with 
a steel top band to 
withstand years of use.

EASY TO USE
With its quick connect/disconnect system and safety coupler, the 
Transport Dolly is designed for easy - and safe - use.

Designed by Absolute E-Z Up. Manufactured in the USA. 

office: 843-388-2556 
fax: 843-388-2558

e-mail: salesdept@absolutee-zup.com
web: www.absolutee-zup.com
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